
This month we have a great story from the Valley of the Sun, 
Phoenix!  Fitness 4 Home Superstore, based in the 
Phoenix/Scottsdale area, is owned by Bob Lachniet and is one 
of Helix’s longest-running dealers and biggest advocates.  So, 
it stands to reason that his sales team advocates for Helix.

This month's Real World Sales Tip is courtesy of Adam 
Kaminsky.  Adam manages the new I-10 Superstore for 
Fitness 4 Home.  Adam is an amazing guy – a former SWAT 
Team Leader!  He’s kind of a bad-ass, but you’d never know it.  
He is super humble and super committed to helping his 



customers.  We all know that getting your clients on the right 
equipment helps to generate referrals for future sales.

The customers came in looking for a recumbent 
elliptical.

Adam's customers were a pair of septuagenarians who live 
together.  And, believe it or not, one of them is a retired 
nuclear scientist!  Both were highly educated and, as most of 
us who have dealt with customers like this already know, were 
very fact-based and thorough.  One of the customers has a 
very rare, and extraordinarily painful condition known as 
Arachnoiditis.  This is a pain disorder caused by the 
inflammation of the arachnoid, one of the membranes that 
surrounds and protects the nerves of the spinal cord.  It is 
characterized by severe stinging, burning pain, and 
neurological problems.  Because of this condition and the pain 
it causes, the customer suffering from it is unable to use most 
forms of fitness equipment.  His roommate had used a seated 
elliptical in the past, liked it, and was hoping that type of 



product would be something they could both use without 
causing pain for his partner.

F4HSS doesn’t carry any recumbent ellipticals because they 
don’t have access to that particular supplier.

Being the thoughtful and thorough sales professional 
that he is, Adam embarked on showing the customer 
pretty much every recumbent modality in the store 
hoping he would find at least one option that didn’t 

cause excruciating pain. 

He started with a recumbent bike.  The customer could not 
even complete 1 rpm because the pain was too intense.

Next up was a recumbent stepper.  It turns out this motion was 
also painful, though not as bad as the bike.  Still, it was off the 
table.



Finally, Adam showed them the Helix recumbent 
lateral trainer. 

Adam knew, from personal experience as well as getting 
feedback from numerous customers, that the HR has a 
pleasant, fun motion that works for LOTS of folks who can’t 
use most traditional forms of fitness equipment.  Still, he had 
no idea whether it would work for this customer.

HR 1000



HR3500

The client afflicted with Arachnoiditis got on it first. 

• Not only could he execute the motion without pain 
but he also LOVED the motion.  Said it was a 
blast! 

• Said he could definitely see himself using that 
product a lot. 

• And, he even commented on the sturdiness of the 
product compared to the others he’d been on ... In 
his words, the Helix recumbent “felt like a 
commercial-quality product”.

Next, his roommate hopped on.  He too IMMEDIATELY fell in 
love with the motion.

Slam dunk ... Time to close the sale now, right????  
Not so fast.

Turns out that both the afflicted customer and his partner 
wanted their Physical Therapist to try it and give it his 



blessing before the credit card would come out.  Adam had to 
wait a couple of more days to meet with the PT.

When the PT came in and got on the product, not only did he 
love it and enthusiastically recommend it for his client, he 
opined “This is an incredible product.  I can see so many 
applications for it in the therapy world.  Who is this 
company??”

Adam's thoughtfulness and thoroughness paid off.

• He was committed to being thorough and getting his 
clients the right product.

• He remembered a lot of what he had learned from the 
Helix recumbent study modules many moons ago.

• And, he included the Helix recumbent when attempting to 
help his client. 

The Result?

• A client that THANKED 
him for showing him a 
product that he could 
use pain free, a product 
that he and his 
roommate LOVED.

• Because the PT gave the 
Helix recumbent such a 
glowing review, Adam 
has even more 
confidence in the Helix 
and can share that 



anecdotal story with 
future clients who may 
be in a similar age 
demographic and/or 
battling some physical 
conditions.

And, don’t forget ... Adam also scored a SWEET $300 
SPIFF!!!!  

We hear from dealers all over North America that Helix demos 
generate more “OOHS”, “AAHS”, and “WOWS” than any 
other product in their showrooms. 

So, why wouldn’t you go out of your way to introduce 

people to a product that is scientifically proven to be 

a superior and different way to train???

Don't forget about Helix spiffs!  Click 

the image, right, for details about the 

February and March "Gotta LOVE 

the LUCK of the Irish" Spiff Progam. 

Access Online Spiff Submission Instructions



Several of our recent Real World Sales Tips came from folks who saw their 

Helix sales take off after they:

• started personally using the product
• started utilizing some of the sales tips and training 

information we’ve provided them

Will you be the next great Helix success story? Let myself or Laura know if 

you’ve got a great Helix sales story!

Happy Selling!

Scott Logan

Vice President, Sales and Marketing

Helix Company
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